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Research into the diminishing declarations of gcneral-av€rage
Summary of replies

The attached questionnaire was circularised in August 1999 and the replies were received shortly thereafter.
Members of the research-group were

Pierre Alhertini
Janusz Fedorowicz

John Macdonald
Jens Middelboe
Stefano Cavallo

IIans-Jiirgen Zeyse

The questionnaire was retumed and completed by all members ofthe working-group except for John Macdonald
and Jens Middelboe who choose to comment in writing. In addition Janusz Fedorowicz has written a detailed
letter commenting on some ofthe questions. All three letters are attached to the questionnaire which now
contains your replies.

Although I have refrained from collecting more replies from our members than from the above colleagues I
believe a summary is still justified.

Reduction in the declarations of general-average?

The general feeling is that the declarations in fact have diminished and the percentages range from 20 yoto 40oh.

Which trade is affected?

The replies are not identica.l, my o&n experience is that the liner-tade and here especially the container-trade is
extremely reluctant to accepVdeclare general-average.

Adjuster and non-declaration of general-average ?

Members agreed that drey generally recommend to their client non-declaration of general-average especially in
view of expenses involved /to be expected.

Reasons for altempts to avoid general-average

Depending on the party involved (shipowner, timecharterer, charterer, underlriter) the arguments are : expenses
involved, collection of securities, protection of cargo-interests etc. Replies of members indicate difierent views
as to which argument is the most important.

Arguments against the profession

Such as : the adjustment fees arc too high, the adjustment takes too much time, the collection ofsecurities is too
costly etc. The members seem to agree that sometimes these arguments may bejustified.
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Influence of computers etc on issue of adjustments / collection of secllrities

Members agreed that the new possibilities ofcomputers, the smaller offices, reduction of employees
should-/could help/assist in reducing fees for adjustments and collection of securities and not increasing those
expenses (one of the various arguments of IUMI against general-average )

Should AIDE make a thorough research into the possibilities of less expensive , more effective ways of
collecting securities and submit proposals to the insurance-markets (IUMI ?)

Members without exception agreed that our research-group should recommend that AIDE forms a WG which
fully examines the practice of obtaining securities, the possible changes, leading to faster release, lesser expenses

etc, especially in view of the new communication systems available, which allow low costs and fast service
(intemet- e-mail etc). The purpose of such a research, if possible together with shipowners, underwriters would
be to reduce expenses for the collection which up to tNs day is much too complicated and much too costly and to
avoid any delay for cargo in the release to consignees. Why should not we, the adjusters, demonstrate to fUMI
that there are modern wayVpossibilities to arrange for securities from the insurance-market in a fast , efiicient
and inexpensive way ?

Adjustment fees

The members have not especially commented on this argument widely used by the insurarce and./or shipping
markets. However if and when the market who pays us complains then we should be well advised to take this
serious. It is my feeling that AIDE is the dght body to attempt to issue guide-lines for adjustment-fees.
Guidelines which could be discussed when agreed by our members with outside bodies? I am quite aware that
this might be a rather delicate question to touch, however worldwide there are numerous professional
associations who have issued such recommendations to their members and whether same are followed or not is
up to the member itself and the clients they are working for.

Hamburg, July 18,2001
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QUESTIONAIRE

SUBJECT: Research into the diminishing declarations of general-average

INTRODUCTION:

During the meeting ofthe Council in Bordeaux 15. September 1998 the undersigned suggested as a

new subject to be discussed possibly at Biarritz in September 1999 the reason for the increasing
tendency to avoid the declaration of general-average and to search for other means to solve the
problems. It was and it is still my intention to collect as many data as possible from our members
in order to have some substantial material which could be used by other working-groups within
AIDE such as the one of Hidde Lahaise and for any possible further discussions with CMI and/or
IUMI and/or others.

I believe that our members are well informed about the discussions within IUMI for another revision
ofthe existing 1994 York-A-ntwerp Rules. The discussion against general-average is actually very
old, however our profession has to face the problem that in the meantime not only
the underwriters and some legal minds with academic interest in the subject of general-average are

increasingly hostile against general-average but what is even worse is the fact that the mercantile
parties, our clients have lost to a large extent their faith towards the subject of general-average.

Without the support of shipowners our position against IUMI or CMI or other bodies could be
described as rather weak.

The purpose of this questionaire should be to collect as much material as possible and concentrate on
the main problems which could be discussed by other working-groups in the attempt to come
forward with proposals how problems could be solved in a modern and efficient way.

As is usual the undersigned was requested by the council to appoint members ofa working-group
and report to the next meeting ofthe council. For personal reasons I had problems to concentrate on
this subject and I apologize to the members of my WG for the late drafting of the following
questionaire however I hope to receive some replies back prior to our meeting at Biar'itz enabling
me to report to the council as requested.

Members of the Working-Group:

Pierre Albertini
Janusz Fedorowicz
John MacDonald
Jens Middelboe
Stefano Cavallo
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QUESTIONAIRE

It is the assumption that from a global point of view the declarations of general-average in iact have

diminished. As far as your offce is concerned would you say that within the last three years the number of
appointments for general-average adjustments have decreased?

Yes
No

Yes
No

all trades involved

2,5,6
1'5-

2)

Replies:
P.A.
J.F.
s.c.
HJ.Z.

Replies:
P.A.
J.F.
s.c.
H.J.Z.

Replies:
P.A.
J.F.
s.c.
HJ.Z.

Replies:
P.A.
J.F.
s.c.
H.J.Z.

yes
no
yes
yes

In case your activities could be described in more closer connection to the cargo-interests the question would
be about the same. Did vour office deal within the last three years with a reduced number of adjuslments ?

3)

yes
no
yes
n.a.

In case you have confirmed reduction in the number of g/a-cases please try to indicate (even estimate over the
thumb will do) percentage ol reduction:

Estimated Dercent aBe....,...Vo

33-l/3 Vo

400/"

20Vo

4) Please try to indicate in which trade you have encountered reduction ofgla-cases:

Liner/Containertrade
Bulker/Tramptrade
Tankertrade
Others

(Please use figures from I to 6, whereby 1 will illustrate the highest rate ofreduction)
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5) Is your office usually involved in the negotiations or otherwise which fotlow the actual existing g/a situation
and where parties try to avoid official declaration of g/a ?

yes

No

Replies:
P.A, generally no
J.F. yes occasionally
S,C. no
HJ.Z. yes

6) Would you say the politics ofyour office would be to recommend to parties non-declaration of g/a in an actual
existing g/a if any or several of the criteria mentioned in the next question exist ?

Replies:
P.A. sometimes
J.F. yes

S.C. yes

HJ.Z. yes

7) Assuming you have answered question 6 with "yes"try to indicate with figures from I to 6 (whereby I is the
strongest argument) which criteria you usuatly apply:

Amount of general-average expenses estimated
(Please indicate which amount you would consider as absolute minimum)
Number of securities to be collected
Expenses to be incurred with collection of securities
Trade ofthe vessel or qua-lity of destinations
General-Average Absorption clause
Possible unseaworthiness
Time Factor

Replies:
P.A. criteria 1 to 3 connected: I ,3,2,3,3,
J.F. $ 100.000,-- and l, 3, 2, 4, 5,7, 6,
S.C. 4, 6,2, other criteria nil
HJ.Z. 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,

Yes
No
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8) In case the g/a absorption clause is included in the policy ofthe vessel would you be involved with the
adjusting of 9a expenses for H&M-Underwriters ?

yes

No
Sometimcs

Replies:
P.A. sometimes
J.F. sometimes
S.C. yes
HJ.Z. sometimes

9) In case a real eisting g/a case has either been solved by commercial agreement or was withdrawn try to
indicate the main criteria for such solution or withdrawal:

Infl uence from timecharterer
Influence from chartering broker
Influence from charterer under yoyage c/p
Shipowners own decision
Influence from E & M underwriters
InfluencefromP&IClub
Recommendation from adjuster

(Please use again numbers I to 6 to demonstrqte quality ofinJluence)

Replies:
P.A. 3.,3,3,1,2,4,1,
J.F. Shipowner's decision, recommendation of adjuster
S.C. Shipowner's decision = 1, recommendation of adjuster : 6

HJ.Z. 3, nil, nil, 3, 3, nil, 6.

10) Modem torulage is usually under timecharter. Consequently the inJluence of the timecharterer is quite
considerably. Which arguments are used by charterers to induce owners to withdraw g/a ? Q,,lumbers I to 6
qccording to their ronking in your opinion).

Additional expenses for collection of securities/adjustmcnt etc.
will exceed the actual g/a expenses.
Protection of their cargo-clients
Reputation of the line is endangered
Exte[sion of timecharter is under consideration
Feeder-Service with scheduled transhipment
Shipowners must have g/a absorption clause
Other arguments.

Replies:
P.A. unable to answer
J.F. Protection of cargo-clients, Reputation ofthe line is endangered,
S.C. l, l, 4,, nil, nil, nil, nil
HJ.Z. l, 1, 3, 3, 3,3, nil
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I 1) In case the shipowner decides to withdraw the declaration of g/a even if his policy does not contain a g/a

absorption clause which are the arguments used. ? (Please agqin use Jigures I to 6)

Adjustment fees and other extra expenses are too high
Loss of Hire Insurance will bear some expenses
Smooth cooperation with timecharterer of great importance
Settlement and issue of adjustment takes too long
Other arguments

Replies:
P.A. 4,5 ,1 ,1 , nil
J.F. avoid bothering cargo-interests
S.C. nil, nil,2,6,nil
HJ.Z, 3,3,2,6, nil

12) We all know that a number of arguments/critics against g/a and the subsequent avoidance of offrcial g/a are
directly related with our profession or the work we perform. I list herea.fter some ofthe often heard arguments
kindly requesting your indication whether you agree or disagree.

12.1.) The adjustment fees are too high and are often not in reasonable proportion of the actual general-average
ex?enses. Do you consider arguments ofthis kind ?

Justified
Not justified

Sometimes justified

Replies:
P.A. not justified
J.F. justified
S.C. sometimes justified
HJ.Z. sometimes justified

12.2.) The issue ofan adjustment and the recovery of the contributions takes much too long. Do you consider this
argument as ?

Justified
Not justified

Sometimes justified

Replies:
P.A. not iustified
J.F. sometimes justified
S.C. sometimes justified
HJ.Z. sometimes justified
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12.3.\ Collection of g/a securities in liner trade (container) takes much too long, regardless whether effected by

adjuster or agent and is much too costly. Do you consider this argument as ?

.Iustified
Not justified

Sometimes justified

Replies:
P.A. sometimes justified
J.F. not justified
S.C. sometimes justified
HJ.Z. sometimes justified

' 12.4.) In direct relationship to the above questions I would like to ask members ofthe WG whether they would be in
agreement with my point ofview that in times of computers, reduced numbers of employees etc. the expenses
for adjusting should./could be reduced instead of increasing same?

In agreement
Not in agreement

No opinion

Replies:
P.A. no opinion
J.F. in agreement
S.C in agreement
HJ.Z. in agreement

12.5.) To a certain extent the same refers to the collection of g/a securities which is said to be too
complicated, too costly, too time-consuming . Would you agree with my opinion that the whole procedure in
times ol computerisation could be abbreviated, modernized, streamlined and in the end less expensive?

In agreement
Not in agreement

No opinion
No change necessary

Replies:
P.A. in agreement
J.F. in agreement
S.C. in agreement
HJ.Z. in agreement
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13.) Ifyou have replied 12.5 in the affrmative would you agree that our research-group should recommend, that

AIDE forms a WG in the attempt to submit to the insurance-markets substantial, detailed proposals how our
profession would suggest the collecting procedure could be revised and thereby made effective and less
expensive?

yes

No
No opinion

Replies:
P.A. yes
J.F, yes

S.C. yes
HJ.Z. yes

14.) I agree that the above questions directly reflect my daily practice and I presume members of the WG may
have considerable other experiences. This would now be the space to add further reasearch questions which
you would like to be discussed within this WG.

I have no further questions
Please add the following further questions
(Kindly attach separate sheet)

Replies.
P.A. no further questions for the time being
J.F. please refer to attached letter
S.C. no further questions
HJ.Z. no further questions

15. Conclusion: It is my hope that with this questionaire ifand when distributed among all or selected members
of AIDE we will be able to collect some data which could serve as basis materiat for WG's to be created or in
existence in an attempt to come forward with proposals for a better acceptance of our profession and,/or work.
May I conclude by asking you under this item No i5 to attach to this questionaire your personal opinion as to
the present situation as far as general-average is concerned. I am quite aware that by just replying in terms of
a usual rnarket research we might miss some important basics

Hamburg, August 1999 (Questionaire issued and distributed)
Hamburg, July 2001 Eeplies collected and inserted into questionaire)

Hans-Jiirgen Z€yse

Enclosures:
Letter Janusz Fedorowicz dated 6,9.1999
Letter John Macdonald dated 7.9.199
Letter Jens Middelhoe dated 3.9.1999


